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Despite years of su essful resear h into using formal methods for the development of riti al on urrent systems, there are still too
many failures of riti al systems in pra ti e. Part of the reason is that
use formal methods is often seen to be to ostly.
The Uni ed Modeling Language o ers an unpre edented opportunity for
high-quality riti al systems development that is feasible in an industrial
ontext, sin e many developers are trained in UML and are using it
already.
Our aim is to aid the diÆ ult task of developing dependable systems in
an approa h based on a formal fragment of the Uni ed Modeling Language alled UMLlight . We extend the notation to apture dependability
requirements and related physi al properties. This way we en apsulate
knowledge on prudent dependability engineering and make it available
to developers whi h may not be spe ialized in dependability. One an
also go further by he king whether the onstraints asso iated with the
stereotypes are ful lled in a given spe i ation, by performing a formal
analysis.
Abstra t.
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Introdu tion

There is an in reasing desire to exploit the exibility of software-based
systems in the ontext of riti al on urrent systems where predi tability is essential. Examples in lude the use of embedded systems in various
appli ation domains, su h as y-by-wire in Avioni s, drive-by-wire in Automotive et . .
Given the high dependability requirements in su h systems, a thorough design method is ne essary, sin e failures may have quite severe
onsequen es. Sin e there are faults in any operational system, faulttoleran e is used at exe ution time \to provide, by redundan y, servi e
omplying with the spe i ation in spite of faults o urred or o urring"
[Lap92℄. Forms of redundan y ommonly employed in lude spa e redundan y (physi al opies of a resour e), time redundan y (rerunning fun tions) and information redundan y (error- orre ting odes). To resolve
?
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the used redundan y one may require omplex proto ols whose orre tness an be non-obvious [Rus94℄. Mistakes in the use of redundan y and
the design of these proto ols an thus again lead to problems. Therefore
reliability me hanisms annot be \blindly" inserted into a riti al system,
but the overall system development must take reliability aspe ts into a ount. Furthermore, sometimes dependability me hanisms annot be used
o -the-shelf, but have to be designed spe i ally to satisfy given requirements (for example on the hardware). Su h me hanisms are notoriously
hard to design orre tly, even for experts, as many examples of proto ols
designed by experts that were later found to ontains aws show.
Spe ta ular examples for software failures in pra ti e in lude problems
with Ariane 5 ro kets: An independent inquiry board set up to investigate
the explosive failure in 1997 said the ight ontrol system failed be ause
of errors in omputer software design.1 Whether the De . 12 2002 fatal
failure relates to software problems as well is urrently being investigated.
Any support to aid dependable systems development is thus dearly
needed. In parti ular, it would be desirable to onsider dependability
aspe ts already in the design phase, before a system is a tually implemented, sin e removing aws in the design phase saves ost and time.
This has motivated a signi ant amount of resear h into using formal methods for dependable systems development. However, part of the
diÆ ulty of riti al systems development is that orre tness is often in
on i t to ost. Where thorough methods of system design pose high ost
through personnel training and use, they are all too often avoided.
The Uni ed Modeling Language (UML, [RJB99, UML01℄, the de fa to
industry-standard in obje t-oriented modeling) o ers an unpre edented
opportunity for high-quality riti al systems development that is feasible
in an industrial ontext.

{ As the de fa to standard in industrial modeling, a large number of
developers is trained in UML.

{ Compared to previous notations with a user ommunity of omparable
size, UML is relatively pre isely de ned.

Here we use a fragment of UML alled UMLlight de ned by a textual program notation together with a formal semanti s, be ause this is
suÆ ient to demonstrate our ideas and be ause for spa e-restri tions we
annot onsider the omplete UML, whose de nition in [UML01℄ onsists
of about 800 pages altogether. We emphasize that we view it merely as
a onvenient means to transport our ideas on erning ertain aspe ts of
1
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UML. A similar approa h is taken in [BLP01℄ with the notation SMDL.
Note, however, that here our goal is not to generate ode, and not to
be in any way omplete in our des ription of UML beyond the aspe ts
relevant for the ideas we want to present here. This allows our notation
to be more abstra t and ompa t (for example, there are no labels). For
a more omprehensive fragment of UML with a formal semanti s, see
[Jur02b, Jur03℄. A prototype analysis tool for UMLlight is being developed in student proje ts [Sha02, Men03℄ ( urrently fo used on se urity
aspe ts).
To support using UML for dependable systems development, we dene some stereotypes apturing dependability requirements and related
physi al properties. This way we en apsulate knowledge on prudent dependability engineering and thereby make it available to developers whi h
may not be spe ialized in dependability. One an also go further by he king whether the onstraints asso iated with the stereotypes are ful lled
in a given spe i ation, if desired by performing a formal analysis.
Some of the ideas reported here were or will be presented in an invited
talk at FDL'02 [Jur02a℄ and tutorials on formal development of riti al
systems with UML at Safe omp 2002, Software Engineering 2003, and
ETAPS 2003 (ea h unpublished).
After presenting some ba kground on dependability and on UML extension me hanisms in the following subse tions, we de ne the UMLlight
notation used in this paper to formally evaluate UML spe i ations for
dependability requirements in Se tion 2. We introdu e the stereotypes
suggested for safe on urrent systems development in Se tion 3, together
with examples of their use. After pointing to related work, we indi ate
future work and end with a on lusion.

Dependability Reliability goals for safety- riti al systems are often expressed quantitatively via the maximum allowed failure rate. For example,
riti al servi es of the Advan ed Automation System (AAS, providing Air
TraÆ Control servi es) should be unavailable at most 3 se onds a year
[CDD90℄. To prevent any single atastrophi failure in any air raft of a
given type during its entire life-time one estimates that the maximum
admissible failure rate for ea h failure ondition is about 10 9 per hour
[LT82, p.37℄. Sin e 109 hours amounts to over 100,000 years, one may not
a hieve on den e that a system has su h a degree of dependability just
by testing.
This motivates the use of formal methods. Fa ed with feasability aspe ts, one often abstra ts from probabilities by assuming that failures are
3

masked perfe tly, in order to keep the model as simple as possible. Then
probabilisti behaviour is fa tored out into fault-toleran e omponents.
[Jur01℄ gives onditions under whi h it is justi ed to abstra t from failure
probabilities.
We use the following examples for failure semanti s in this paper.

{ rash/performan e failure semanti s means that a omponent may

rash or may deliver the requested data only after the spe i ed time
limit, but it is assumed to be partially orre t.
{ value failure semanti s means that a omponent may deliver in orre t
values (represented by the error message ?).

UML extension me hanisms The three main \lightweight" extension

me hanisms are stereotypes, tagged values and onstraints. Stereotypes,
in double angle bra kets, de ne new types of modeling elements extending
the semanti s of existing types in the UML metamodel. A tagged value is
a name-value pair in urly bra kets asso iating data with model elements.
Constraints may also be atta hed.
For the stereotypes suggested here, we give validation rules evaluating
a model against in luded dependability requirements. For this we extend
a formal semanti s for the used fragment of UML in a modular way with
a formal notion of failures.

2

UMLlight

We brie y sket h the ne essary foundations for formally analysing UML
spe i ations in the ontext of on urrent system design. For some of
the onstraints one needs to he k we need to refer to a pre isely de ned
semanti s of behavioral aspe ts.
Here we only need a behavioural semanti s for a simpli ed fragment
of UML state harts (de ned here using the UMLlight notation, building
on the work in [Jur02b, Jur03℄).
In UML the obje ts or omponents ommuni ate through messages
re eived in their input queues and released to their output queues. Thus
for ea h omponent C of a given system, our semanti s below de nes a
pro ess pC whi h iteratively reads input from the input queues and adds
output to the output queues. The behavioral semanti s of this pro ess
models the run-to- ompletion semanti s of UML state harts. To evaluate
the safety of the system with respe t to a given failure semanti s, the
pro esses modelling the system omponents are omposed with failure
4
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?
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E1 :: E2
head(E )
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expression
error value
variable (x Var)
data value (d Data)
list on atenation
head of list
tail of list
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Fig. 1.
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Expressions.

pro esses with the spe i ed failure semanti s de ned from the stereotypes
at the ommuni ation links in the deployment and lass diagrams, as
explained in Se tion 3.

Spe i ation language We de ne the UMLlight notation for simpli ed

UML state harts.
Pro esses ommuni ate by sending messages to other pro esses, whi h
are held in a queue until re eived by the re eipient (thus ommuni ation
is asyn hronous). Pro esses are de ned by programs that des ribe the
output at a given point in time given the re eived input. Lo al state an
be maintained through the use of lo al variables, and used for iteration
(for instan e, for oding while loops) whi h an be de ned using CCS-style
guarded re ursive equations (de ned below).
We assume sets Op of messsage names (in luding the ompletion message), Var of variables and Data of data values to be used as arguments of
messages. The values ommuni ated over hannels are formal expressions
built from the error value ?, variables, and data values using on atenation as de ned in Figure 1 (with the usual equations for on atenation,
head(), and tail()).
UMLlight state harts are de ned indu tively in Figure 2. Here k 2
fy; t; xg is the kind of the a tion, representing entry, transition-bound,
and exit, resp. . exp 2 Exp is an expression, msg = op(exp) a message,
var 2 Var a variable, and bexp is a Boolean expressions over (Exp; =).
In the op(var) expression, the in oming value is assigned to the variable.2
One an spe ify iteration ( orresponding to transition loops in the
diagrammati presentation of state harts) by using guarded re ursion of
the form A def
= E (A) where A o urs in E only within subexpressions of
the form a:F as in CCS. Guardedness ensure that su h equations have
unique solutions.
2
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a t ::=
a tions
outk (msg )
output of expression
var :=k exp
assignment
trs ::=
transitions
op(var)[bexp℄a t1 : : : a tn
p ::=
programs
trs:p
ring of transition
p1 p 2
parallel omposition
p1 + p2
nondeterminism

jj

0

p1 ; p2

nal state
subma hine omposition

Fig. 2.

UMLlight state harts.

Here we follow some of the redu tions regarding state hart onstru ts
proposed in [RACH00, Cav00℄:

{ entry and exit a tions are fa tored into the transitions (whi h thus

need to allow more than one a tion).
{ This way the distin tion between internal and external transitions
be omes impli it.
{ Syn h states an be modelled using other onstru ts.
Furthermore we omit the following features be ause they are orthogonal to the ideas we would like to present here.

{
{
{
{

history states and deferred events,
type hierar hies,
reation and deletion of state ma hines,
transitions rossing state borders.

Internal a tivities are themselves again modelled by state hart expressions.
The stru tural operational semanti s of the programs is given in
op(exp);out(msg ) 0 0
Figure 3. It is of the form (s; p)
!
(s ; p ) where p; p0 are pro0
grams, s; s are valuations of the variables appearing in p; p0 ( alled
\states"), op(exp) spe i es that the transition will be red at re eption
of the message op with argument exp, and msg is a list of messages send
out when the transition is red. In the rst rule, op(exp) is the message
expe ted in trs, bexp(s) the ondition in trs evaluated at state s, msg
the list of messages send out by the a tions in trs, and var is the list of
variables assigned the list of values exp by the a tions in trs. Note that
the ordering in the ase of the assignments means that variables may be
6
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op2 (exp2 );out(msg2 )

(s; p2 )

0

(s; p1 ; p2 )
Fig. 3.
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0

0

0

op1 (exp1 );out(msg1 )
0
0
x (s1 ; p1 );
op2 (exp2 );out(msg2 ./msg1 ) 0
0

(s2 ; p ); (s; p1 )
0

)

!

and symmetri

2

1

1

(

and symmetri

:9(s; p )op
1

(s2 ./ s1 ; p )

!

0
2 (exp2 );out(msg )

0

Stru tural Operational Semanti s.

assigned several di erent values, and the last value then remains to be
assigned. In the se ond rule, msg1 ./ msg2 is a non-deterministi merge of
the two lists msg1 and msg2 and s1 ./ s2 a non-deterministi merge of the
two states s1 ; s2 (whi h means that at variables where there is a on i t
in the assignments, one of the two values is hosen non-deterministi ally).
More pre isely, this rule represents a set of rules for ea h possibility to resolve the mentioned non-deteminism. In the third rule, :9(s; p)trs
! means
that there is no transition labelled trs from (s; p) and \symmetri " means
that there is an analogous rule obtained by swapping the subs ripts 1 and
2. In the last rule trs
!x is de ned as trs
!, but only referring to the exit a tions
among the a tions of trs (in luding out a tions and variable assignments).
Given a sequen e i of input messages and a pro ess p, we write JpK(i)
for the set of sequen es o of output messages su h that there are transiop (exp );out(msgn )
tions (pn ; sn ) n n !
(pn+1 ; sn+1 ) for n = 0; : : : ; k with p0 = p,
s0 is the state where all variables are evaluated at ?, and su h that
i = (opn (expn ))n and o is the on atenation of the sequen es msgn
(ea h n). This is the set of possible sequen es of output messages of p
given the sequen e of input messages i.
7
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Stereotypes for safety analysis

In Figure 4 we give the suggested stereotypes, together with their tags and
onstraints. The onstraints, whi h in the table are only named brie y, are
formulated and explained in the remainder of the se tion. Figure 5 gives
the orresponding tags. Note that some of the stereotypes on subsystems
refer to stereotypes on model elements ontained in the subsystems. For
example, the onstraint of the ontainment stereotype refers to ontained obje ts stereotyped riti al (whi h in turn have tags flevelg).
The relations between the elements of the tables are explained below in
detail.
hh

hh

ii

ii

Stereotype
Base Class Tags Constraints
risk
link, node failure
rash/performan e link, node
value

link, node

guarantee
redundan y

link, node goal
dependen y, model
omponent
subsystem
dependen y safety
mat hed by links
dependen y
hh all ii, hh send ii respe
subsystem
data safety
obje t
se ret
subsystem
prevents down- ow

safe links
se re y
safe
dependen y
riti al
ontainment

Fig. 4.

Des ription
risks
rash/performan e
failure semanti s
value
failure semanti s
guarantees
redundan y model
enfor es safe
ommuni ation links
assumes se re y
t stru tural intera tion
data safety
riti al obje t
information ow

Stereotypes

Tag Stereotype Type
Multipl. Des ription
failure risk
( delay, orruption, loss )
*
spe i es risks
goal guarantee
( immediate, orre t, eventual ) *
spe i es guarantees
model redundan y none, majority, fastest
*
redundan y model

Pf
Pf
f

g

Fig. 5.

g

g

Tags

Well-formedness rules We explain the stereotypes and tags given in

Figures 4 and 5 and give examples. By their nature, some of the onstraints an be enfor ed at the level of abstra t syntax (su h as safe links ),
hh
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ii

Risk
Failuresnone ()
Crash/performan e loss,delay
Value
orruption

f
f

Fig. 6.

g
g

Failure semanti s

while others refer to the formal de nitions in Se tion 2 (su h as
ontainment ). Note that even he king the latter an be me hanized
given appropriate tool-support.

hh

ii

This stereotype of dependen ies and omponents and its
asso iated tag fmodelg an be used to des ribe the redundan y model that
should be implemented for the ommuni ation along the dependen y or
the values omputed by the omponent. Here we onsider the redundan y
models none, majority, fastest meaning that there is no redundan y, there
is repli ation with majority vote, or repli ation where the fastest result
is taken (but of ourse there are others, whi h an easily be in orporated
in our approa h).
Redundan y

With the stereotype physi al risk on
links and nodes in deployment diagrams one an des ribe the risks arising
when using these links or nodes, using the asso iated tag ffailureg, whi h
may have any subset of fdelay; orruption; lossg as its value. In the ase of
nodes, these on ern the respe tive ommuni ation links onne ted with
the node. Alternatively, one may use the stereotypes rash=performan e
or value , whi h des ribe spe i failure semanti s (by giving the relevant subset of fdelay; orruption; lossg): For ea h redundan y model R,
we have a fun tion FailuresR (s) from a given stereotype
s 2 f rash=performan e ; value g to a set of strings FailuresR (s)
fdelay; orruption; lossg.
If there are several su h stereotypes relevant to a given link (possibly
arising from a node onne ted to it), the union of the relevant failure sets
is onsidered.
This way we an evaluate UML spe i ations. We make use of this
for the onstraints of the remaining stereotypes.
As an example for a failures fun tion, Figure 5 gives the one for the
absen e of any redundan y me hanism (R = none).
Risk,

rash/performan e, value

hh

hh

hh

ii

ii

ii

hh

ii

hh

ii

all or send dependen ies in obje t or omponent diagrams stereotyped guarantee are supposed to provide the goals des ribed in the asso iated tag fgoalg for the data that is sent along them

guarantee

hh

ii

hh

hh

ii

ii
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as arguments or return values of operations or signals. The goals may be
any subset of fimmediate; orre t; eventualg. This stereotype is used in
the onstraint for the stereotype safe links .
hh

ii

This stereotype, whi h may label subsystems, is used to ensure
that safety requirements on the ommuni ation are met by the physi al
layer. More pre isely, the onstraint enfor es that for ea h dependen y
d with redundan y model R stereotyped guarantee between subsystems or obje ts on di erent nodes n; m, we have a ommuni ation link l
between n and m with stereotype s su h that
safe links

hh

ii

{ if fgoalg has immediate as one of its values then delay 2= FailuresR (s),
{ if fgoalg has orre t as one of its values then orruption 2= FailuresR (s),
and
{ if fgoalg has eventual as one of its values then loss 2= FailuresR (s).

Example In Figure 7, given the redundan y model

R = none, the

onstraint for the stereotype safe links is violated: The model does not
provide the goal immediate given R = none, be ause the Internet ommuni ation link between web-server and lient does not provide the needed
safety guarantee a ording to the Failuresnone ( rash=perf orman e) s enario.
hh

client/server

ii

«safe links»

client machine
client apps

server machine
«guarantee»
{goal={immediate}}
server apps
«call»
«crash/performance»

Fig. 7.

Example safe links usage

We assume that we are given an ordered set Levels of safety
. Then this stereotype labels obje ts whose instan es are riti al
in some way, as spe i ed by the asso iated tags flevelg (for ea h level
level 2 Levels), the values of whi h are data values or attributes of
riti al

levels
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the urrent obje t with the required to be prote ted by the given safety
level. This prote tion is enfor ed by the onstraints of the stereotypes
safe dependen y and ontainment whi h label subsystems that ontain riti al obje ts.
hh

ii

hh

hh

ii

ii

This stereotype, used to label subsystems ontaining obje t diagrams or stati stru ture diagrams, ensures that the all and
send dependen ies between obje ts or subsystems respe t the safety
requirements on the data that may be ommuni ated along them. More
exa tly, we assume that ea h level 2 Levels has an asso iated set of
goals goals(level)fimmediate; orre t; eventualg. Then the onstraint
enfor ed by this stereotype is that if there is a all or send dependen y from an obje t (or subsystem) C to an obje t (or subsystem) D
then the following onditions are ful lled.
safe dependen y

hh

hh

ii

ii

hh

ii

hh

ii

{ For any message name n o ered by D, the safety level of n is the same

in C as in D.
{ If a message name o ered by D has safety level level and goal 2
goals(level), then goal is one of the goals provided by the dependen y.

Example Figure 8 shows a sensor/ ontroller subsystem stereotyped with
the requirement safe dependen y . We assume that immediate 2
goals(realtime). The given spe i ation violates the onstraint for this
stereotype, sin e Sensor and the all dependen y do not provide the
realtime goal immediate for measure() required by Controller.
hh

ii

hh

ii

«safe dependency»

Sensor/controller
switch(): Bool
Sensor

Controller

«call»

mesure(): Value

Fig. 8.

«critical»
{realtime={measure()}}

switch(): Bool

Example safe dependen y usage
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This stereotype of subsystems enfor es safe ontainment
following an approa h proposed in [DS99℄ by making use of the asso iated
safety levels. For this we de ne an ordering on the set Levels as follows:
For l; l0 2 Levels we have l  l0 if goals(l)goals(l0 ).
Then the ontainment onstraint is that in the stereotyped subsystem, the value of any data element of level l may only be in uen ed
by data of the same or a higher safety level: Write H (l) for the set of
messages of level l or higher. Given a sequen e m of messages, we write
mH (l) for the sequen e of messages derived from those in m by deleting
all events the message names of whi h are not in H (l). For a set M of
= fmH : m 2 M g.
sequen es of messages, we de ne MH def
Containment

hh

De nition 1.
that

ii

light

Given a UML

p provides ontainment

of input messages,

p and a safety level l, we say
l if for any two sequen es ; 
JpKiH (l) = JpKjH (l) .

state hart

with respe t to

H (l) = H (l)

implies

Intuitively, providing ontainment means that an output should in no
way depend on inputs of a lower level.
Example The example in Figure 9 shows the diagrammati representation of a Fuel Controller that omputes the amount of used fuel of
an airplane from the distan e travelled so far. This is done (quite simplisti ally for the purpose of the example) by multiplying the distan e with
a onstant (supposed to give the amount of fuel onsumed per length
unit). Be ause of di erent air resistan e, this onstant depends on the
fa t whether the wheels of the plane were pulled in-board or (mistakenly)
left outside. This is modelled by having two states orresponding to the
state of the wheels, and having di erent onstants 6= d. Now the result of the message f uel is supposed to be of the level saf e. However, the
message wheelsin giving the state of the wheels is not assigned any safety
level. Therefore this example violates ontainment , be ause a safe value
depends on a value not at least of level safe. This an be he ked using
the textual representation of the UMLlight pro ess p de ned by:
p = f uel(x)[true℄out(return(d:x)):p
+wheelsin(y)[y = f alse℄:p
+wheelsin(y)[y = true℄:p0
p0 = f uel(x)[true℄out(return( :x)):p
+wheelsin(y)[y = f alse℄:p
+wheelsin(y)[y = true℄:p0
Then onsidering the sequen es  = (wheelsin(true); f uel(1)) and
 = (wheelsin(f alse); f uel(1)), and the safety level l = saf e, we have
hh
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ii

H (l) = H (l) , but JpKiH (l) = freturn( )g =
6 freturn(d)g = JpKjH (l)
sin e 6= d by assumption on ; d.
«containment»
Fuel controller {safe={fuel}}
fuel(x:Data):Data
wheelsin(x:Bool)

fuel(x)/return(c.x)

fuel(x)/return(d.x)
wheelsin(true)

Fuel control
WheelsIn

WheelsOut
wheelsin(false)

fuel(x:Data):Data
wheelsin(x:Bool)
wheelsin(true)

Fig. 9.

wheelsin(false)

Example ontainment usage

Related Work To our knowledge, this is the rst work proposing to

use UML for the formal development of safety- riti al systems. Some of
the ideas reported here were or will be presented in an invited talk at
FDL'02 [Jur02a℄ and tutorials on formal development of riti al systems
with UML at Safe omp 2002, Software Engineering 2003, and ETAPS
2003 (ea h unpublished). [Jur02 , Jur03℄ proposes to use UML for developing se urity- riti al systems. See also [JCF+ 02℄ for approa hes relating
to other riti ality requirements or for approa hes to safety- riti al development without a formal basis.
Also relevant is the work towards a formal semanti s of UML in luding
[LP99, KER99, RACH00, AM00, BLMF00, GI01℄, and notably [BLP01℄
whi h is the approa h most similar to the one here (but loser to the
on rete UML syntax for example by in luding state labels).
Resear h on the analysis of UML model for non-fun tional properties
in ludes [LL99, DMY02℄.

4

Con lusion and Future Work

We proposed to use a formal fragment of UML state harts, alled UMLlight ,
to aid development of safety- riti al systems. Given the urrent state of
dependable systems in pra ti e, with many failures reported ontinually,
13

this seems to be a useful line of resear h, sin e it enables developers
without a ba kground in dependability to make use of dependability engineering knowledge en apsulated in a widely used design notation. Sin e
the behavioral parts of UMLsafe are onsidered with a formal semanti s, this allows a formal evaluation (parts of whi h may be me hanized).
Thus even dependability experts undertaking a formal evaluation for erti ation purposes may pro t from the possibility of using a spe i ation
language that may be per eived to be more easily employed than some
traditional formal methods. Sin e UML spe i ations may already exist independently from the formal evaluation, this should redu e ost of
erti ation.
Note that one may use our approa h without having to refer to a
formal semanti s for UML. In that ase, the onstraints for the safety
requirements would have to be he ked by a CASE tool and explained to
the user informally. It is however bene ial to have a formal referen e that
tool providers an refer to if ne essary; this is why we provide a formal
semanti s for the used fragment of UML; a larger fragment is given in
[Jur02b℄.
For this line of resear h to be of pra ti al value it is important to
develop tool support, for example by analysing the diagram data exported
from UML tools in XMI (a UML-spe i XML diale t). This is urrently
being done for the appli ation domain of se urity [Sha02, Men03℄, an
extension to safety is planned.
In our presentation here we remained in the non-probabilisti situation
to keep it easily a essible. Sometimes, in safety- riti al systems, one is
on erned with probabilities of system failures, although in many ases
one an abstra t from on rete numbers, as shown in [Jur01℄. These ideas
an be in orporated in our ontext here, as initial attempts have shown
[Jur02a℄, whi h would be interesting to see worked out in detail.
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